One-Click Install
Software
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Get your website up and running in minutes
Choose from our huge range of one-click install scripts to get your website online in just a few
clicks of your mouse. Whether you are building a brochure website, e-commerce store, blog,
forum, or even a social network, you will find software to create a professional looking site using
the latest technology.
With our one click install software you don’t need to worry about zip files, programing or setting
up databases. All you have to do is click on the relevant icon and you are done.
It is as easy as that!
Choose from our huge range of one click install scripts, ideal for any type of website.

WordPress
WordPress is the world’s most popular open source blogging platform,
perfect for both commercial and personal use. Thanks to a massive
community of designers and developers, there are literally tens of
thousands of themes, widgets, and plugins available to download,
meaning no two websites are ever the same.
WordPress can be easily adapted for use as a standard CMS (content
management system), so even if you don’t need a blog, you can use
WordPress to power your e-shop, photo gallery, video webpage, articlebased site, directory, or any other type of website you can think of.
Joomla!
Joomla! is a user-friendly content management system with a huge
range of features ready to use. The software is database-driven and
ideal for website owners looking to develop, manage, and edit web
content without much technical knowledge.
With a wide range of modules, components, plugins, and languages
available for free, you can customise and enhance your Joomla! CMS to
your specific requirements.
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Drupal
Drupal is a highly customisable content management system with
thousands of modules, themes, and plugins to extend and alter its
capabilities. Winner of multiple Open Source CMS awards, Drupal
is ideal for those wanting a versatile and expandable web content
solution. Drupal CMS can be used for a wide range of sites, including
single and multiple user blogs, forums, communities, magazines,
e-commerce solutions, photography showcases, galleries, and much
more.
OpenCart
OpenCart is a powerful and feature rich e-commerce solution, built to
appeal to all experience levels and allow anyone to create and manage
an online store. OpenCart comes with a range of features you would
associate with high-end enterprise-level software, such as multiple
currency support, comprehensive sales reports, and integrated search
engine optimisation tools.
Concrete5
Concrete5 is a powerful CMS built with every level of web design
experience in mind. The easy to use WYSIWYG-style editing features
make it easy for site owners to make changes on the fly with no
previous web design experience. The software is also perfect for web
designers and developers looking for a purpose-built CMS designed to
be as flexible as you need it to be.
Concrete5 can be used for a wide range of sites, including personal
and business websites, forums, communities, magazines, e-commerce
solutions, photography showcases, galleries, and much more.
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phpBB
Create your online community using the market-leading forum
software. With an extensive community of designers and developers
creating and sharing modifications and styles to customise your forum,
you can create a unique forum quickly and easily.
bbPress
Using WordPress as its platform, bbPress is open source forum
software focused on speed and security, meaning you don’t have
to worry about slow loading pages or the risk of being hacked. The
streamlined software is also lightweight and efficient for better use
of space and bandwidth. bbPress enjoys many similar customisation
elements to WordPress so you can develop and install themes and
plugins (e.g. for ratings, video and private forums) to customise your
forums.
Vanilla Forums
Vanilla Forums is an easy to use and powerful solution for sites looking
to add discussion functionality to their website. Simple copy and paste
code and integrated WordPress installation features make getting
started a breeze.
Open Web Analytics
Open Web Analytics (OWA) is a comprehensive web analytics software
package that you can use to track and analyze how people use your
web sites and applications.

Other one-click install software we offer include:
PrestaShop
PrestaShop is one of the fastest and lightest Open Source e-commerce solutions available.
PrestaShop comes with a wealth of features allowing you to create a e-commerce website
customised to meet all your needs.
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TomatoCart
TomatoCart was a finalist in the 2010 Open Source awards, and has built a reputation as a userfriendly and lightweight e-commerce framework.
Simple Invoices
Simple Invoices is an open source, web-based invoicing system for business of all sizes. Even if
you trade exclusively offline, you can use Simple Invoices to bill customers, track payments, and
much more. This browser based application can be used from any PC anywhere.
Pligg
Use Pligg to start your own social bookmarking and publishing community in minutes. Add the
bookmarking and voting functionality to your existing website or create a new one just for this
purpose in the same vein as Digg.
Piwik
Piwik is an open-source web analytics software program showing real time data and statistics. It
will provide you with detailed reports on your website’s performance and help you monitor visitor
data.
Simple Machines Forum
Simple Machines Forum is a free, professional-grade software package that allows you to set up
your own online community within minutes.
LimeSurvey
LimeSurvey is an online web application designed to help you develop, publish, and collect
responses to online (and offline) surveys you are running.
Elgg
Elgg is an award-winning social networking engine, giving you the tools to create your own fullyfeatured social networks and applications. Elgg allows you to take full advantage of the power of
social technology with elegant, flexible solutions for organisations, groups, and individuals.
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Nucleus
The building blocks you need to create a web presence, Nucleus CMS can help you achieve your
goals, whether you want to create a personal blog, a family page, or an online business site.
Geeklog
Allows you to create your own virtual community area, complete with user administration, story
posting, messaging, comments, polls, calendar, weblinks, and more.
SugarCRM
Lets a business keep track of its relationships with its customers. Users can manage customer
accounts, contacts, sales leads, calls, meetings, etc. A dashboard showing the most successful
leads, the sales pipeline, and the month-by-month outcomes for opportunities in the pipeline can
be displayed.
MediaWiki
A collaborative technology for organizing information on web sites, allowing you to work with
others to maintain information. For example, if you run a business, you can share information
with your colleagues at the same time as documenting it for yourself.
Mambo
Fully featured content management system that can be used for everything from simple websites
to complex corporate applications.
CMS made simple
A content management system to help experienced web developers and designers to create sites
of power and beauty in a fraction of the normal time.
Revive Adserver
Revive Adserver gives you the tools you need to make the most from online advertising. With
Revive Adserver, you will be able to manage sophisticated advertising programs and stay in
control of all the advertising on your websites.
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